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Abstract
We aim to analyse the time consumption, image quality and efficacies of dual-source Computed
Tomography (CT) Dual-Energy Angiography (DE-CTA) in diagnosing vascular stenosis. The medical
records of 35 patients with clinically suspected caudomedial vascular diseases were performed DE-CTA.
The residual bone images obtained in DE-CTA and conventional 3D software were compared, as well as
the sensitivity and specificity of these two imaging methods in diagnosing the segment with vascular
stenosis ≥ 50%. The results showed that the overall effects of Automatic Bone Remove (ABR) were
better than Automatic Bone Subtraction (ABS) (P<0.05); the post-processing time consumption of ABS
and plaque subtracted after Additional Manual Bone Remove (ABPS) (7.62 ± 2.13 min) was less than
that in automatic bone remove after Additional Manual Bone Remove (ABR-M) (11.4 ± 2.5 min), and
the difference was statistically significant (P<0.05). The sensitivity and specificity in ABPS and ABR-B
towards the segment with stenosis ≥ 50% were: 95.67%, 96.26% and 93.78%, 98.23%, respectively. In
conclusion, DE-CTA had better image quality after bone subtraction, could much more accurately
diagnose the vascular stenosis, the post-processing time consumption was less than the conventional 3D
method, and not affected by human factors.
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Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of Multi-Slice
Spiral Computed Tomography (MSCT) technology, the noninvasive vascular imaging technology had been accelerated and
improved, and showed great advantages in practical clinical
work [1-3]. But the clinical application towards caudomedial
CT Angiography (CTA) was not wide enough, which was
mainly because the traditional postprocessing technology
showed not ideal results in removing the plaques in pelvis,
spine and vascular walls, the time consumption was long, and
the effects would be easily affected by operator’s proficiency,
so the diagnostic accuracy towards vascular stenosis would be
affected to a certain extent [3,4]. The successful development
of Dual-Source CT (DSCT) added new technology towards
angiography, which could achieve subtracted images among
different energy data by its dual-energy mode, thus effectively
removed the iodine and calcium-containing materials [5-7].
This information can be used to identify bone and plaque and
pull them from the improved dataset, making it possible to
display a real luminogram. It was reported that the dual energy
subtraction imaging showed no significant difference in image
quality than conventional 64 slice CT when applied towards
caudomedial vessels, and the radiation dose was not increased,
but it was rarely reported about the image qualities of residual
bone and plaque [8,9]. This study analysed the image quality,
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postprocessing time and exhibiting capability towards vascular
stenosis, aiming to explore the clinical application value of
DSCT energy subtraction imaging.

Materials and Methods
General information
35 patients with suspected caudomedial vascular disease were
selected in our hospital from November 2014 to January 2016
for the DE-CTA examination, including 21 males and 14
females, aged 32 to 65 years, with the mean age as (48.32 ±
1.14 y). Exclusion criteria: with poor kidney functions, with
adverse reactions or allergic to the contrast agent, BMI>30
kg/m2, with abdominal diameter>35 cm [8]. This study was
conducted in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki. This
study was conducted with approval from the Ethics Committee
of the People's Hospital of Liaoning Province. Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.

DSCT scanning
CTA was performed using a dual-source CT system (Somatom
Definition Flash, Siemens, Munich, Germany). The peak
voltages of dual-tube balls were 140 kV and 80 kV,
respectively, the corresponding peak tube currents were 75 As
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and 300 As, respectively; pitch 0.5, bed-speed 37 mm/cycle,
tube rotation speed 0.33 s/cycle, collimator 2 × 32 × 0.6 mm,
CTDIVol 4.1 mGy (3.8~5.6 mGy), thickness of reconstructed
layer 1.0 mm. Before scanning, the patient was fasted and
restricted water for 6 h, then indwelled one trocar into the
median cubital vein; the caudomedial dynamic enhanced
scanning was then performed in the supine position, from head
to toe, and with the dual-energy mode, the scanning range was
from the diaphragmatic dome to the level of inguinal ligament.
The non-ionic contrast agent (Ultravist, 300 mg/ml) was
injected through cubital vein, with the dosage as 1.5 ml/kg, and
the injection rate was 3.5 ml/s, followed by 20 ml of saline
injected at the same speed. The bolus tracking intelligent
trigger mode was used, and the Region of Interest (ROI) was
set in the abdominal aorta, with the threshold value as 100 HU
to trigger the scanning. The caudomedial DE-CTA scanning
sequence (DE BodyAngioBone Remove) was selected to
obtain three mutually matched cross-sectional images, i.e. the
images of 140 kV, 80 kV and 140-80-merged (DE Composition
0.3), respectively.

Image processing
All collected data were input into the Siemens workstation
(Siemens multi-modality workplace, MMWP), the data
obtained at different energies (140 kV, 80 kV) were performed
the Automatic Bone Subtraction (ABS) and ABS and plaque
subtracted after Additional Manual Bone Remove (ABPS) by
the software; the merged data were performed the Automatic
Bone Remove (ABR) and automatic bone remove after
Additional Manual Bone Remove (ABR-M) [10] in the
conventional 3D software (SOMAT OMCA RDIAC). The
Maximum Intensity Projection (MIP) and Multiplanar
Reformation (MPR) reconstruction were then performed to
show the whole vascular image, the adjustments of
reconstruction parameters included window width, window
position and transparency, and the time consumed in ABPS and
ABR-M was also recorded.

Image quality assessment
The images were double-blind evaluated by two physicians in
the department of imaging with random sequence, during the
diagnostic process, the original images were combined for a
comprehensive analysis, and the disagreement was discussed to
reach a consensus. The abdominal artery system was divided
into 16 segments [11]: superior and inferior abdominal aorta
(with the level of renal artery as the border), renal artery
(divided into proximal, middle and distal segment), common
iliac artery, internal and external iliac arteries (divided into
proximal and distal segment), when the accessory renal artery
and other variant blood vessels appeared, the division was
performed in the corresponding positions.

Evaluation indicators

5% residual bone. 2. Arterial visibility scoring [11]: 0 point:
poor or non-visibility, could not perform the clinical diagnosis;
1 point: acceptable visibility for the main vessel, while nonvisibility for partial peripheral and collateral vascular
structures or exhibited significant deformation, pseudo movies,
and the clinical diagnosis could be acceptable; 2 points: clear
visibility to blood vessels, with mild deformation or artifacts,
could meet the clinical diagnosis; 3 points: very clear visibility
to vascular structures, could fully meet the clinical diagnosis.
3. As for the vascular segment with arterial visibility score ≥ 1,
it was divided into four grades depending on the degrees of
vascular stenosis [11]: grade 0: without stenosis or
stenosis<10%; grade 1: stenosis within 10% to 49%; grade 2:
stenosis within 50% to 99%; grade 3: vessel was completely
occluded. When more than one stenotic luminal change was
detected in the same vessel segment, the most severe stenosis
was used for grading and analysis.

Statistical analysis
The results are expressed as means ± SD. For all statistical
determinations a value of p ≤ 0.05 (two-sided) was considered
significant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
13.0 software.
The paired t-test was performed to compare the residual bone
situations in ABR and ABS, average postprocessing time and
arterial visibility score in ABPS and ABR-M. The
comprehensive diagnostic results of MPR and the original
images were used as the standard, and the fourfold table was
used to calculate the specificity and sensitivity of ABPS and
ABR-B in diagnosing the segment with vascular stenosis ≥
50%; with P<0.05 considered as the statistical significance.

Results
The examination processes of the 35 patients went smoothly, a
total of 560 vascular segments were examined, among which
57 segments exhibited the arterial visibility score as 0, and 3
patients were found 5 accessory renal arteries.

Conditions of residual bones
Effect comparison of two different automatic bone removal
methods: the overall residual bone in MIP of ABR was less
than ABS (Figures 1 and 2), while the residual bone in pelvis
was slightly more than ABS (Figure 1), there existed no
significant difference in the effects of removing spinal bone
(P>0.05).

Conditions of postoperative time-consumption
Comparison of average postprocessing time between the 2
methods: the average postprocessing time of ABPS (7.62 min
± 2.13 min) was less than ABR-M (9.64 min ± 1.32 min), and
the difference was statistically significant (P<0.05, Table 1).

1. Residual bone scoring [10]: 1 point: with more than 50%
residual bone; 2 points: with 25% to 49% residual bone; 3
points: with 10% to 25% residual bone; 4 points: with less than
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Conditions of arterial displaying
Comparison of diagnostic accuracy towards vascular stenosis
between the two methods: The difference in arterial visibility
scores between ABPS and ABR-M showed no statistical
significance (P>0.05, Table 1), 508 segments were actually
used to evaluate the stenotic degrees of main-iliac artery and
renal artery; The sensitivity and specificity of ABPS and ABRB towards the segment with stenosis ≥ 50% were 95.74%,
96.19% and 92.93%, 97.87%, respectively (Table 1).

Figure 1. Comparison of residual bone score in ABR and ABS.

Figure 2. A. ABR-MIP image, there existed plenty of bilateral rib
residues. B. The same patient, ABS- MIP image after removed bones
completely.
Table 1. Comparison of postprocessing time, arterial visibility and
stenotic segment evaluation between ABPS and ABR-M.
Parameter

MPR

ABPS

ABR-M

Postprocessing time (min)

-

7.62 ± 2.13

11.4 ± 2.5

Arterial visibility score

-

3.63 ± 0.54

3.61 ± 0.72

Total number of vascular segments

508

508

508

Grade 0: 0%-10% stenosis

288

286

272

Grade 1: 10%-49% stenosis

95

108

109

Grading of luminal arrowing
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Grade 2: 50%-99% stenosis

66

65

67

Grade 3: occlusion

59

49

60

Sensitivity of stenosis ≥ 50% (%)

-

95.67

93.78

Specificity of stenosis ≥ 50% (%)

-

96.26

98.23

Discussion
Presently, the common imaging methods used for the
caudomedial vascular examination were MRA, color Doppler
ultrasound, routine CTA and DSA, among which MRA had no
ionizing radiation, and needed no injection of contrast agent
[1,3], but it was difficult for the MRA images to accurately
display the situations of peripheral vascular diseases, and it
was not sensitive to the calcification, meanwhile, the
examination time was too long [2,4]. Color Doppler ultrasound
was simple, non-invasive, with relatively low cost, while it
could be easily interfered by the breathing exercises and
abdominal intestinal gas, and the effects towards the wide
range of vessel wall calcification were poor, furthermore, the
results were also largely affected by operator’s proficiency
[11,12]. Conventional CTA was more general, but it’s still
shows a lower sensitivity for quantifying stenosis in the
presence of dense calcification or indwelling stents since these
may obscure contrast material in the lumen [10]. Drawbacks of
CTA are the exposure to radiation and iodinated contrast
agents, as well as the need for postprocessing methods. It
would be difficult to accurately assess the stenotic situations,
the time consumption of manual deboning was long and would
be easily affected by operator’s proficiency [3-5]. The DSA
examination had been considered as the gold standard towards
the diagnosis of vascular diseases [11,13], but it was an
invasive examination, with the risks of focal hematoma and
distal embolization occurred at the puncture sites, and the
operator and patient would be largely affected by the radiation
dose.
DSCT dual energy subtraction imaging was a new technology,
one scanning could gather the data of two different energies,
and the flying focal spots between two points of Z-axis [2,5-7]
made it possible to obtain the reconstructed images with
excellent isotropism and all-phase homogeneity; its subtraction
used the difference of X-ray, with different energies, towards
the decay rates of serum iodine ingredients and calcified or
bony components, thus the blood vessels with complex
structures could be directly separated, as well as removed the
bony structures and hard plaques on vascular walls [2,10].
Advantages of DE-CAT are the shorter acquisition time, has
the potential to distinguish iodine from bone or calcifications
using the attenuation difference between the two energies, and
the lower cost. The results of this study showed that the overall
residual bone in DE-CAT was significantly less than the
conventional 3D angiography (P<0.05), consistent with Meyer
et al. [14]. Because DSCT distinguished the tissue components
according to their differences in X-ray attenuation, the
distinction towards bone and blood vessels was more complete
and accurate than the conventional angiography 3D software,
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which used the density difference to remove bones [6,15]. The
ABS operation could be realized through simply pressing one
key, meanwhile the plaques could also be removed, which
greatly reduced the data processing time and physician’s
workload, and would not be affected by operator’s proficiency.
The results of this study still remained a small amount of
residual bone, which needed to be further removed manually
(Figure 1), especially the ABS effects towards pelvis were
slightly less (Figure 1), therefore, the software still needed
further perfection [9,16]. It was reported [2,5,6] that when
scanning the body parts with more bones, such as skull and
thoracoabdomen, because the dual energy scanning had large
data, the postprocessing might be prolonged. However, in this
study, the postprocessing time towards the caudomedial vessels
was (7.62 ± 2.13 min), shorter than the traditional 3D vascular
imaging method (P<0.05).
Willmann et al. [16] reported that the diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity of traditional 64 slice CT towards the stenosis of
aortic-iliac artery and renal artery were 92.0% and 99.0%, and
the results of this study (ABR-M) were 93.78% and 98.23%,
close to the above results; because DSCT dual energy
workstation could better define the relationships between the
iodine- and calcium-containing materials, it could effectively
remove the perivascular bones and the calcified plaques on
vascular walls, thus avoiding the impacts of calcified plaques
and bones on the vessels [5,17], and much more clearly
exhibiting the vascular structures, so the image qualities were
satisfactory, with the sensitivity and specificity as 95.67% and
96.26%, respectively, the sensitivity was better than the
traditional 3D CTA. Our study showed that calcified plaques
were almost completely removed from the carotids after
applying DE bone removal and hard plaque removal
postprocessing to DE-CAT images. Compared with MPR and
the original images, ABPS had 11 segments overvalued, while
9 segments undervalued, the possible reasons were: when the
local vessels were seriously eroded by the lesions or the
vascular distortion was larger, the opening of collateral
circulation might develop the occluded distal vessels, which
might easily be misunderstood as that the vessels were not
occluded; as for the blood vessels adjacent to bones, they
might be excessively separated during the ABS process,
especially when the wall had hard plaques, due to the partial
volume effects, they might be easily excessively separated, so
the original images needed to be combined for the analysis to
improve the diagnostic accuracy [17,18].
Limitations of this study: the number of patients included
was small, thus needed to be further enlarged in future
researches; due to the restrictions of small bulb FOV (26 cm),
tall or more obese patients could not be included; because the
manual removal of residual bone was performed, the
diagnostic accuracies towards stenosis of these two method
might be overestimated; and the results were not compared
with the gold standards of vascular examination (DSA)
[11-16].
This study preliminarily considered: DSCT automatic bone
subtraction could effectively separate vessels and bony
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structures, and could better remove the vascular calcification,
thus better exhibiting the situations of inner vascular walls,
while saving more time and much more feasible than the
conventional 3D CTA [13,19].

Conclusions
The energy subtraction had high accuracy in diagnosing and
evaluating the caudomedial stenotic blood vessels, while would
not be affected by the calcified plaques to some extent, the
sensitivity could then be increased, so it could become the
main method for the preoperative evaluation and screening of
caudomedial arterial diseases, and worthy of clinical
applications.
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